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(1)
Use of the red cross (red crescent, red lion and sun)

emblem by the National Societies

The South African Red Cross in a letter addressed to the Se
cretariat of the League of Red Cross Societies has requested the Board of 
Governors at its meeting in Prague in the autumn of 1961, to adopt a resolu
tion inviting the next International Conference of the Red Cross to establish 
the regulations relative to the use of the emblem by the National Societies.

Since this is a question which lies more especially within 
the competence of the International Committee of the Red Cross, by reason 
of its ties with the Geneva Conventions, it has been decided to bring it to the 
attention of the Board of Delegates, convened at the same time as the Board 
of Governors.

The International Committee of the Red Cross welcomes the 
initiative shown by the South African Red Cross. It will thus give it the 
opportunity of broaching with the National Societies a problem which has also 
been exercising it and for which it has appeared more and more apparent 
that a solution should be found.

In point of fact the Geneva Conventions above all determine 
the use of the red cross emblem as the protective sign of the military me
dical service in time of war. They only regulate in outline the use of the 
distinctive sign by the Red Cross organizations in time of peace and in time 
of war.

For its part the Red Cross institution has never itself laid down 
precise internal regulations which could have determined the various methods 
of use of the emblem by the National Societies and their members. It was 
not until 1925 that the Xllth International Conference of the Red Cross made 
a ruling in this respect, which has moreover remained unique, namely, 
that the members of the National Societies, and in particular the members 
of the Junior Red Cross, were invited only to wear the red cross emblem 
whilst in the performance of their duties (Resolution II),

This absence of any detailed regulation has resulted in opening 
the door to the most varying practices. Thus, some Societies do not authorise 
their members to wear the emblem, others only authorise them to wear it in 
certain circumstances, and others allow them to wear the emblem as they 
wish. There are some Societies which even sell the emblem. There has also 
been the case of a Society which has reserved for itself alone the right to 
the emblem, to the exclusion of the members of the military medical service.

(1) In order to make for simplification, reference will henceforth only be 
made to the red cross emblem, but it goes without saying that it also 
applies to the crescent and the lion and sun.
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Furthermore, and in spite of the provisions of the Conven
tions which specifically lay it down, national legislation has only regulated 
this question on very rare occasions. More often than not, laws limit them
selves to granting the right to the emblem to the National Society; certain 
of them stipulate that it is reserved to "its members" and in some cases 
their contexts infer that they apply to members performing humanitarian 
tasks. Certain laws, however, are more explicit, such as that, for example, 
of New Zealand which lay down that the button and brooch can only be worn 
by members when in uniform.

We are of the opinion that such diverse practices can only 
do harm to the institution's harmonious development. They create inequality 
amongst its members and thus run counter to one of the fundamental prin
ciples.

Besides, it seems to us that there is one other good reason 
to justify the drawing up to-day of a uniform regulation on this question.

In its version of 1949, the Geneva Convention for the amelio
ration of the condition of the wounded and sick in armed forces in the field 
makes a distinction for the first time, between the two different uses of the 
red cross emblem: the protective sign, which is the visible sign of the pro
tection accorded by the Convention to certain persons or things, should be 
essentially for the Medical Services of the armed forces (and to Red Cross 
personnel assisting these forces) and the indicatory sign, which shows that 
a person or object is connected with the Red Cross without implying the pro
tection of the Convention (1). The consequences which ensue from this dis
tinction, i. e. dimensions of the emblem, various restrictions as to its use, 
must oblige the National Societies to proceed to an eventual adjustment of 
their internal regulations.

The ICRC for its part proposes to draw up a model regulation 
which it will submit to the National Societies at the XXth International 
Conference of the Red Cross, or even sooner.

Its task will be greatly facilitated, if the National Societies 
would inform it of their experiences, their advice and their wishes, espe
cially when the Board of Delegates meets in Prague in the autumn of 1961,

*
The International Committee is in the meantime already in 

a position to indicate the outline of the regulations which it proposes to draw

(1) On this subject we would refer to our commentary on article 44 of 
the First Convention of 1949.
See Commentary I, pp. 324 et seq.
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up and on which it would be pleased to receive the views of the National 
Societies.

After having brought out those principles which rule the use 
of the red cross emblem and which can also serve to regulate cases which 
have not been foreseen, it will then draw up a list of the various possible 
uses of the emblem by the National Societies in application of these prin
ciples, Under each heading on this list, the International Committee will 
indicate the rule which in its view should be observed, in the light of inter
national law and of the principles of the institution.

The principles

(1) The sign of the Red Cross is essentially designed to 
protect in times of conflit persons and things connected with the Army me
dical service (auxiliary military and Red Cross services). In which case 
it will always be of the largest possible dimension, so that it may be readily 
visible especially from the air, and may be placed on armlets or on the roofs 
of buildings.

The National Societies do not have the right to the protective 
emblem unless they are giving assistance to the medical service, in other 
words for persons and things which have been placed at its disposal in time 
of war. The emblem shall not be employed either in time of peace or in 
time of war without the consent and under the supervision of the military 
authority; persons so authorised shall not employ it unless they are actually 
on duty.

(?) For all other activities apart from the assistance which 
they may render to the medical service, the National Societies may, in time 
of peace, employ the red cross emblem in accordance with the national le
gislation in force. If these activities are pursued in time of war, they can 
continue to make use of the emblem, but under conditions such as it cannot 
be considered as designed to confer protection under the Convention.

In order that modifications do not have to be made to emblems 
so employed, to avoid all misunderstanding and in order to accustom their 
members to the correct employment of the sign, the National Societies shall 
from the outset only employ, for their activities in time of peace, those 
signs which conform to the above conditions in time of war. The emblem 
will therefore always be small in size in relation to the object designated.

(1) These principles are essentially based on article 44 of the First 
Geneva Convention of 1949. The text of the article will be found in 
the annex.
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It will not be placed on the roofs of buildings. The armlet, which is exclusi
vely a "protective" sign, will not be employed.

(3) The activities of National Societies apart from those 
with the military medical services cannot be carried out under the cover
of the emblem, unless they are "in conformity with the principles laid down 
by the International Red Cross Conferences". These principles give the ins
titution its object and its purpose: voluntary assistance to those who are 
suffering and to victims, direct or indirect of conflicts and of natural and 
social disasters.

National Societies must therefore abstain from displaying 
the red cross emblem whilst performing duties which do not conform to 
these principles: work of a patriotic character, the organization of the 
leisure of certain categories of civilian or military personnel, the teaching 
of sports or the domestic arts, activities carried out for profit, etc. It is 
important in fact not to risk bringing the Red Cross to cover more and more wish 
its name and emblem work which had only the most tenuous connection with its 
proper duties and essential mission.

(4) The "protective" sign should always be displayed in its 
original form, without alteration or addition. Its dimensions and proportions 
remain open to choice. The so-called Greek cross will however at all times 
be employed, that is to say a cross with four equal branches, formed of one 
vertical and one horizontal branch meeting at their centre and which are
not prolonged to the borders of the flag or shield.

(5) The "indicatory" sign will be accompanied by the name
or the initials of the Society. No drawing, sign or inscription may be portrayed 
on the cross itself. A National Society may, if it wishes, determine the di
mensions of the emblem employed in each case, as well as its proportions 
(for example, a Greek cross whose branches are either squares or one- 
sixth longer than wide, as in the case of the Swiss federal cross),

(6) The distinctive sign belongs to the National Society and 
not to its members.

RULES OF APPLICATION

A. Use of the protective sign

(1) Persons

(a) Members_of tfi^_N^ional_Society_

When members of the Society are placed, in time of peace, at 
the disposal of the military medical service, they may already wear, whilst 
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in performance of their duties, the protective emblem in the form of the 
armlet. With the authorisation of the medical service, they may also wear 
on the collar of their tunics, for example, a badge with the crest or the name 
of their Society. It should be noted that in several countries members of the 
National Red Cross who are thus made available wear a special uniform which 
distinguishes them from the regular official army medical personnel.

When they are not so engaged, these members will naturally 
only wear the ordinary emblem of the Society.

(b) Non^members

The National Society may train medical personnel taken from 
outside its members. Whilst this personnel is on duty, it will only wear the 
protective armlet, and not the emblem of the Society. The military authority 
may, however, demand that this personnel also wears the special uniform 
which would be reserved for auxiliary personnel.

(c) P££_s£n^wh<^£_ass_ignme_nt_ha.£_not_b_een  _decid_ed_up_on

Persons who have been trained by the Society to be placed at 
the disposal of the medical service, but whose acceptance has not yet been 
decided upon, and which remains uncertain or may be dependent on the even
tual needs of the armed forces in a future conflict, may not under any circuns- 
tances wear the protective emblem, especially the armlet. The right to do so 
will be accorded only when they are definitely placed under the authority and 
the supervision of the medical service.

(d) Personnel_of_civUian hospitals

In time of conflict, in the occupied territories or in the zones 
of military operations, members of the personnel of civilian hospitals may 
wear, in addition to the emblem of the Society, should they belong to it, the 
protective armlet whilst they are performing their duties for the regular 
personnel and for temporary personnel.

(?) Establishments

(a) Establishments_re£.

These establishments, if they are definitely reserved for 
military use and over which the army exercises its supervision, can in time 
of peace be marked by the protective emblem, especially on the roofs.
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For establishments which it has not yet been decided to be 
made use of by the medical service in time of conflict, or which have not 
yet come under its supervision, such marking will only be made once these 
conditions have been fulfilled.

If these establishments belong to the Society or are adminis
tered by it, the distinctive sign and the name of the Society may be marked 
on them: the sign will however be of small dimensions and be the appurtenant 
emblem.

(d) Ciylljanjfidspilals.

Hospitals which are of a permanent character and which are 
recongised as such by the military authority can, in agreement with the 
latter, be marked in time of peace by the protective sign, especially on their 
roofs (1), If they belong to the Society or are administered by it, the emblem 
and the name of the Society can be similarly shown.

(3) Equipment

Medical equipment Which has been prepared by the National 
Societies to be placed at the disposal of the armed forces and accepted by 
them, or which it is certain will be accepted by them, can be marked by the 
protective sign. Furthermore there is nothing to prevent the name of the 
Society also from being shown, either from a proprietory or from a donatory 
point of view.

(4) Hospital ships and small craft

(a) Hdspital_shi£s_

All hospital ships belonging to the National Societies can, in 
time of peace, make themselves known in the manner as laid down by article 43 
of the Second Geneva Convention of 1949, with the approval of the competent 
authority and if they have received from the latter a document stating they 
have been under its supervision during their commissioning and on their 
departure.

(1) By virtue of article 18 of the Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949.
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(b) R e s cue_ £.rast_and_siZJ d £ _Î2.?sâü°LÎi?2} £

Lifeboat installations belonging to the National Red Cross 
Societies - rescue craft and fixed coastal installations - also have the right 
to protection under the Convention. They can therefore with the approval of 
the competent authority display the protective sign in the same way as hos
pital ships. The appurtenant emblem can in such cases be accompanied by 
the name of the Society.

(c) Personnel dHwj^Ual_shipj_and_rescue^_craft_

Only in time of conflict can members of this personnel wear 
the protective emblem, in particular the armlet, to which they have the 
right. At all times they can display the emblem of the Red Cross Society, 
if they are members of it, or if the Society decides to confer it to them.

(5) Persons and objects made available by a Society of a neutral country

The personnel, equipment, vehicles or craft made available 
to a belligerent by the Red Cross Society of a neutral country shall display 
the protective emblem from the time of their departure, with the approval 
of their own authorities and of those of the belligerent country. Under the 
same conditions the distinctive sign and the name of the Society can also 
be worn on uniforms and on objects.

B, USE OF THE INDICATORY SIGN

(1) Persons

(a) Actiye_member£

If they are in uniform, active members may wear the emblem 
of the Society with its name or initials, either on the collar-badge, on the 
tunic or head-dress. The wearing of the emblem on the left arm should not 
be authorised, in order to avoid any confusion with the armlet.

In civilian clothes, active members can wear the emblem of 
the Society in the form of a badge or a brooch. The name of the Society will 
either be placed under or surround such insignia.
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(b) Non-active membersor .supernumeraries

Members of this category are only authorised to wear the 
emblem unless they are performing specific duties within the Society, or 
attending one of its assemblies or meetings.

(c) Members^£f_the_Juni£r_Red__Cross

If these members are in uniform the sign of the Red Cross 
surrounded by the words "Junior Red Cross" or the initials JRC already in 
use by several National Societies, may be worn on the collar-badge, on the 
tunic or head-dress, but not on the left arm. In civilian clothes, these mem
bers may wear the button or the brooch of the Junior Red Cross.

(d) Fij^£“^id_woi25£rs_tjam£<^b^the_National Society

Persons who are not members, qualified as first-aid workers 
or life-savers and instructed by the National Society, or who have taken part 
in examinations set ty them, may wear in the form of a brooch or badge, a 
sign with the red cross which draws the attention of the public to them. The 
Society will, however, retain the control of the wearing of this insignia, 
which should be withdrawn once the person ceases to serve under its qualifi
cation or if he does not regularly attend refresher courses or courses of 
instruction.

(e) Members_^f_other_So£ietiej_pur.sinI}g_th£_ja^£_2nds_as_th°£e_of_the 
Cross. ~

In agreement with the authority, the National Red Cross 
Society may authorise another Society, pursuing the same ends as itself, 
to confer to its members whilst performing their humanitarian duties and 
whilst they are in uniform, the right to wear the red cross emblem under 
the same conditions as members of the National Red Cross. The name or 
the initial» of the Society thus authorised should feature on the uniform but 
not together with the emblem which should, as a rule, be of a smaller size 
than that of the National Society's. This authorisation cannot be conferred 
unless the beneficiary Society remains under the control and the authority 
of the Red Cross Society (1).

With regard to this point the ICRC would be particularly 
pleased to receive the views of the National Societies.

(1) Such authorisation has been granted by the Swiss Red Cross to the 
Swiss Samaritan Society.
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(2) Buildings

(a) BuUdings_u_s_ed_b^_tb?_Sp^i.e_t_y_rts_elf_

The name and the emblem of the Society can be displayed on 
these buildings, whether they belong or not to the Society. As we have said 
above, the emblem should be of relatively modest dimensions: it can be 
shown for example on a flag of one square metre, but may not be painted on 
the roof.

(h ) Other _buüdings_

The National Red Cross can sometimes carry out its humani
tarian activities in hospitals, asylums, orphanages, convalescent homes, etc., 
which do not belong to it properly speaking. Its name and emblem cannot be 
shown on all or part of these establishments unless they are placed entirely 
under its control or administered by it.

(c) Society _

A Society can own buildings or premises which it does not 
use and which it rents or lends to individuals, to the authorities or to other 
societies. If the name of the Society as owner may appear on these buildings, 
its emblem on the contrary should not be displayed.

(3) Vehicles

(a) Yefii^£^b^ongjng_to_the ^oci?ÎZ.

Vehicles, such as ambulances, belonging to the National 
Society and used by its members can display the red cross sign together with 
the name of the Society. This sign should be of small dimensions and cannot 
be shown on a flag. This authorisation is also valid in time of war; the em
ployment of ambulances, in particular, is linked with the normal activity of 
Red Cross Societies, as stipulated in the second paragraph of article 44 of 
the First Geneva Convention: this does not apply here to the mode of employ
ment of ambulances and aid stations as mentioned in para. 4 of this article and 
referred to under the next heading.

(b) A™b’ilance£_wjhich_do_noYbelong_to_the_ Society

The First Convention authorises, in its article 44, para. 4, 
vehicles used as ambulances to identify themselves by employing the emblem 
of the Red Cross. This concession constitutes an exception to the general rule 
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formulating this article (1). It is only applicable under certain conditions: 
it must be confirmed by national legislation, the authorisation of the National 
Red Cross Society must be expressly obtained and it will cease to apply on 
the outbreak of hostilities.

The National Societies shall ensure that their authorisation 
is only given deliberately: it would be advisable that they insist on super
vising the uses which may be thus made of the emblem.

The object aimed by this extension of the use of the emblem 
is to facilitate the rapid passage of ambulances on the public highway. It 
would therefore seem that there is no question of giving the red cross sign 
to private ambulances circulating on enclosed property, such as within the 
boundaries of large commercial premises, mines etc...

The National Society may recommend that these ambulances, 
should it be considered advisable to identify them more clearly than by their 
colour for example, display, the new medical emblem, the staff of Aescula
pius, red on a "?hite ground.

(4) First-aid stations

(a) B£s^n^n^to_th£_Society_and under_its_control

The name and emblem of the Society may be displayed on 
these stations, in time of peace as in time of war.

(b) Not_belon^ing^ to_the_Society

Paragraph 4 of article 44 also authorises the use of the em
blem to mark the position of "aid stations exclusively assigned to the purpose 
of giving free treatment to the wounded or sick", and this under the same 
conditions as for ambulances: conformity with the internal legislation, 
authorisation by the National Society, applicable only in time of peace.

Societies will also here ensure that correct use is made of 
the emblem: they will in particular refuse their authorisation or will with
draw it, if the services given are not free.

(1) The words at the beginning of this paragraph, "As an exceptional 
measure· "... mean precisely this. In some cases these words have 
been interpreted as meaning that authorisation should here be vested 
with an exceptional character. This is not the case.
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es) Relief action

The ICRC wishes to refer, under this heading, to the XLIth 
Resolution of the XVIIth International Conference of the Red Cross, relative 
to the co-operation of National Societies with other national or international 
relief organizations. After having defined the limits of such co-operation, 
the Conference in the third paragraph of the resolution "resolves that a na
tional society should, in no circumstances, share the name or the emblem 
of the Red Cross, whose use is governed by the Geneva Convention",

It would be desirable that this urgent recommendation be 
followed by all the National Societies and be made the subject of specific 
provision in the regulations on the use of the emblem.



Annex

Article 44

(First Geneva Convention of 1949 for the amelioration of
the condition of the wounded and sick in armed forces in the field)

With the exception of the cases mentioned in the following 
paragraphs of the present Article, the emblem of the Red Cross on a white 
ground and the words "Red Cross", or "Geneva Cross" may not be employed, 
either in time of peace or in time of war, except to indicate or to protect 
the medical units and establishments, the personnel and material protected 
by the present Convention and other Conventions dealing with similar matters. 
The same shall apply to the emblems mentioned in Article 38, second para
graph, in respect of the countries which use them. The National Red Cross 
Societies and other Societies designated in Article 26 shall have the right to 
use the distinctive emblem conferring the protection of the Convention only 
within the framework of the present paragraph.

Furthermore, National Red Cross (Red Crescent, Red Lion 
and Sun) Societies may, in time of peace, in accordance with their national 
legislation, make use of the name and emblem of the Red Cross for their 
other activities which are in conformity with the principles laid down by the 
International Red Cross Conferences, When those activities are carried out in 
time of war, the conditions for the use of the emblem shall be such that it 
cannot be considered as conferring the protection of the Convention; the 
emblem shall be comparatively small in size and may not be placed on armlets 
or on the roofs of buildings.

The international Red Cross organizations and their duly 
authorized personnel shall be permitted to make use, at all times, of the em
blem of the Red Cross on a white ground.

As a exceptional measure, in conformity with national legisla
tion and with the express permission of one of the National Red Cross (Red 
Crescent, Red Lion and Sun) Societies, the emblem of the Convention may 
be employed in time of peace to identify vehicles used as ambulances and to 
mark the position of aid stations exclusively assigned to the purpose of 
giving free treatment to the wounded or sick.


